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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews evidence regarding the distrib~tional impa~t

of inflation on p~rchasing power, iucome, and weglth, and analyzes the

impact of anti-inflation poLicy and its interaction with distribution

policy. The evidence suggests that recent inflation has worsened rela-

tive economic position of low-in~ome families. A contractionary fis~gl-

monetary policy, wh~ch seems likely to be'the keystone of the gnti-inflation

program to be followed in the foreseeable future, would substantially worsen

the economic position of low-income families unLess major redistributional

policies are enacted gt the same time .
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THE ,DISTRIBUTIONAL IMPACT. OF
INFLATION ANDANTI':"INFLATION POLICY

In the..not so· distant past,. high rates ofiriflation' were associated'

with high rates of growth of GNP'. and low unemployment. One sometimes

heard it r~marked that inflation was the best anti':'poverty' program--and:;

this made sense. Currently, with high. rates of iilflationcoupled with,

increasing ,unemployment , we need to reexamine our understanding of whatl

affects the, distribution of income and to evaluate the impact on distri~

bution of proposed anti-inflation'policies.

The first part of this paper examines the distributional impact

of inflation on purchasing'power, on total income and its major components

(labor income, transfer income, and other income), and on wealth. The

second· part. examines the distributional impact of anti-inflation policy

and.its interaction with distribution policy: The impacts of~fiscal-

monetary restraint, wage and price controls, welfare and tax reform, and

long....run anti-:-inflation policy are considered. A variety of evidence is

put forward. indicating that inflation generally does not have beneficial

effects on the relative incomes of the poor and that it has;:.had an adverse

impact in recent'years. It would notbe.in theinterests·of.the poor,

however, to follow·a new policy solely because. it promises to le~sen

inflation. In fact, the program of anti-inflation policies most "likely

to be followed in the.next·two years will probably place its heaviest

burden on low-income families. It is imperative that anti-inflation

'. policy be. coordinated with distribution policy if equity and economic

justice are not to be sacrificed.
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Throughout, the distributional impact of any particular action is

measured in terms of the proportional changes in income (or wealth) that

are or would be experienced by persons and families of various income

levels. For example, if a certain action were to result in the income

of families at all income levels being reduced by 10 percent, there would

be no distributional impact; the incidence of the action would be uniform.

Measurements of proportional changes in income readily allow a restatement

in terms of changes in relative incomes--i.e., the change in one family's

income, or a group of families' incomes, relative to the mean income in

the population. This characterization of changes in the distribution of

income does not measure the changes in the distribution of well-being or

welfare, but these may be inferred.

I. THE DISTRIBUTIONAL IMPACT OF INFLATION

Analyzing the distributional impacts of inflation is a complex task

because inflation and the distribution of income are determined simulta

neously by that complex interaction of individuals and organizations we

call the economy. At least to a first approximation, it is possible to

examine the short-run impacts of changes in the aggregate economy on

the distribution of income by characterizing or measuring the performance

of the economy along just two dimensions. The first is the price dimension,

which measures the inflation or deflation of the average level of "prices in

the economy. The second is the real dimension, which measures the expansion

or contraction of output and employment in the economy. Of course, a fuller

understanding of distributional changes would require a more complete charac

terization of the state of the economy.
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During the 1950s and the 1960s.economistsrecognized :a fairly

regular relationship between measures 'along these 'two 'dimensions.

The inverse but nonlinear relationship between the rate of change in

some index of prices or 'wages and the level of unemployment is widely

known :as '"the Phillips curve. Often'" inflation" has ,been used to mean

the simultaneous occurrence of rising prices' arid low unemployment, and

"recession"'has been used to mean the simultaneous occurrence of'rela-

·tive1y stable prices and high unemployment. The historical correlations

. recorded in the Phillips curve sanctioned this terminology, but recent

experience has shown it to be invalid, or ambiguous, and has given rise

to the awkward-term "stagflation."

Even recently some analyses'of the distributional<impact of inflation

have' failed to separate' sufficiently those aspect,s of the changes" in macro

economic conditions that should be measured along the price dimension from

those that should be measured along the real dimension. 1 In the following

sections, the impact of inflation--ho1ding constant the real performance

of the economy-~on the.distribution of real income is analyzed as it occurs

through changes in purchasing power, income, and wealth. Where appropriate,

the' impacts of changes in real performance. are also noted.

A. Purchasing Power

D In times of general and rapid inflation, nearly everyone perceives

that the purchasing power 'of the'do1lars he spends·are being eroded by

. rising prices. During,any particular period of·inflation, however, some

prices will rise'faster than others. As a consequence, the :degree to which

,any given person's expenditure do1larsare·eroded in real value depends upon

the composition of the total basket of goods and services that he buys.
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For example, if the price of food rises more rapidly than the prices

of other goods and services, a person whose expenditure budget is food

intensive will tend to be hurt more than a person whose purchases are

concentrated on other items. If the composition of market purchases

depends systematically on income level, the impact of inflation will

vary among income groups. Because of this, we may speak of the distri

butional effect of inflation on purchasing power.

The most common measure of inflation for considering consumer purchas

ing power is the Consumer Price Index (CPI), compiled by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics (BLS). This index is scientifically designed to be represen

tative of the prices paid for the combination of goods and services

usually purchased by urban wage earners and clerical workers. Generally,

the CPI is used as proxy for the price index that would be appropriate

for other types of families as well. Because price indexes do tend to

move together, this is reasonable. It would be difficult and expensive

to continually calculate a series of indexes--one for each type of consuming

unit--with the precision and rigor with which the CPI is constructed. How

ever, any attempt to speak of the distributional effect of inflation on

purchasing power requires specific indexes that are appropriate for the

poor and for other income classes. Unfortunately, the announced plans of

the BLS for an expansion of its CPI program do not include such indexes.

Several years ago, Robinson Hollister and John Palmer [7] calculated

price indexes that were relevant for the poor, the rich, and for other

income groups, by reweighting the component indexes of the CPl. Underlying

their Poor Price Index (PPI) is a market basket that has heavier weights

assigned to food and to housing than does the CPI; underlying their index
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for the rich (RPI) is a market basket that has.a heavier.weightassigned

to those goods and services on which the higher incomegrqups concentrate"

their spending.

Over·the period 1947-1967, Hollister and Palmer. found. that prices

rose about as fast as.measured.by the PPI'as by the CPI, and that prices

for the rich rose even faster. Hence, relative to other groups the poor.

were not hurt by inflation over that long period. Some further disaggre....

gation showed' that the PPI might have risen more slowly th~.n the CPI

during this period, indicating ,that rising price levels bore less heavily

on"the poor than on·other income groups.

What about the period since 1967, and especially the recent period

of rapid inflation? An updating of the Hollister-Palmer results, using

monthly as well as annual data, answers this question. It appears that·

the pattern of the previous two decades continued.through 1971: the PPI

and CPI remained close in value, although rises in the RPI were less than

would be expected from the previous experience. Since 1971, l;wwever, the

situation has reversed from that of the previous twenty....five years; Prices

for the poor have been rising faster·than the CPI, andpricasfor the rich

have been rising more slowly. A disaggregated analysis shows clearly that

it is the rapid rise in the prices of food and housing that leads to this

2
result.

Table 1 shows an excerpt from these calculations, stating the price

indexes relative to their value in August of 1971--the month wage and

price controls were inaugurated. By June 1974, prices facing·the poor

had risen a total of. 22.8 percent, while the CPI had risen.by 20.5 percent.

The bulk of this gap has opened up during the rapid inflation of the last
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TABLE 1

Comparative Price Indexes
(August 1971 = 100)

PPI CPI RPI

August 1971 100.0 100.0 100.0

June 1972 102.6 102.4 102.4

December 1972 104.6 104.3 104.1

June 1973 109.9 108.4 108.3

December 1973 115.9 113.4 113.0

June 1974 122.8 120.5 120.1

Source: See text.
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tw.o years.. While. the. differences. are'nQt overwhelming~,it d.oes.mark

th~. recent,: inflation experience as differe.nt .in effect. fr.om' the gradual.

inflation .of the 1950s and· the 1960s ..

It should be emphasized that no price·index,not even:the,CPI, is

actually' a cost:-of-liv.ing. index... This> is. so. becaus..e none of; them, take·

into·:account.the· responses of c.onsumeJ;s· tQ changes: ,in. relative' prices.

The nQrmal.. response. would.. he to. buy less of the items whose. price.s .have

gone up the fast.est and mo.re of the others" The ab.ili.ty to' make these·

subst:itutions among, items actually purchased causes, all. of the indexes,

disc'ussedhere to overs'tat.e the true. inflationary impact on people's

purchasing. power .., In considering the problems involved· in constructing

ind:exesfor speciaL class,es. of consumers" Eleanor' Snyder [17] suggested,

that.the.poor.have.somewhat less freedom to make. substitutions among

the commodities' they purchase, because, they spend, such a large percentag.e

of their,. budgets on necessities. and: lQwes.t .priced items., Thus it is

likely that,. the increas,e.s. in the cost of living for the. p.opulations

represented by theCPI and. the RPI are. overstated" ,but, that. the. increases•.

for the.. poor repres.ented. by the:. PPI are not.. This. reinforce,S;:.·the. impli:

cations, of the data. examined here:. the· rapid inflat.ion of the,last.few

years has .borne more, heavily on the purchasing power, of the poor. than on

tha,toE others.

Whether this. new development ,will. continue. during the anticipated

wind~downof. inflat.ion is difficult'.to predict. The answer. will depend

onthe.,basic. caus·es·,of the, continuing inflation. The: more one' expects'

that .continued.adverse conditions. in commodity and raw materials. markets

will contribut,e to future: ,inflation ,. the more one would predict that the
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distributional impact of inflation in the future will be similar to that

of recent years.

Inflation also bears heavily on the poor through its effects on

capital markets. Increases in the rate of inflation normally lead to

increases in short-term interest rates. While data are not readily

available, it seems likely that poor and low-income families have less

flexibility in their budgets and are less likely to escape the higher

. 3
interest charges on consumer credit and installment loans than others.

These higher interest charges may be considered part of the purchase

cost of commodities, and thus effective prices for the poor might be

expected to rise faster than for other groups. In addition, if there

exists some degree of capital rationing, it is the poor who are likely

to get squeezed the most.

B. Total Income

Inflation and other changes in macroeconomic conditions will affect

the incomes of various families and individuals differently. If the

changes in income resulting from alterations in macroeconomic conditions

are systematically related to the original levels of income, rather than

being randomly scattered through the population, then the distribution of

income will be affected. Just what these effects have been in the past

and what they are likely to be in general has been the subject of consider-

able research in recent years.

A number of studies have measured the distribution of income in each

of several years by an index of equality or by the parameters of a specific

statistical distribution, and then have attempted to relate changes in these
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increase in the rate of inflation by calculating the adjustment of each

of many types of aggregate income and allocating these income adjustments

to a sample of families on the basis of the composition of the families'

incomes. Their results show that, on average, the poorest 40 percent of

the population and the richest 5 percent are made worse off by increased

inflation, while all those in between are made better off. Especially

with regard to the poor, this pattern of inflation-induced income redis

tribution is at variance with the findings of the previous studies. Also,

Budd and Seiders show that the quantitative importance of this redistribu

tion is small.

While my work was similar to Budd and Seiders's, there were several

important differences and some improvements. The portion that is of

interest here is a simulation of moving down the Phillips curve, presumably

as a consequence of restrictive monetary-fiscal policy (the exogenous

variables were not actually specified). The effects of the resulting

decrease in inflation and contraction were analyzed separately, and then

combined. The distributional effects of the decrease in inflation were

comparable to Budd and Seiders's results. In terms of changes in relative

incomes, the very rich benefitted from disinflation, the poor tended to

be unaffected or possibly benefitted somewhat, and the rest of the popula

tion tended to be adversely affected. However, the magnitude of the

disinflation-induced redistribution was swamped by the effect of the

associated contraction. The combined effect of the two was to make the

rich and the working poor and near poor worse off relative to the upper

middle class, while the very poor appeared to be left about as well off

as average or maybe even a bit better off; the very rich seemed to bear

the greatest proportional loss of income caused by moving down the Phillips

4curve.
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The.'question ·:of'theimpact .. of·±:riflation.onthe relat,iveinc.omes

:0'£ the poor·wQuldse.em ·tobe unr.esolved. S,tatis.tically, ,:disentaIiglJ;ng

the.real and the price effects remains tricky ,business • '. ;'On :thetheo

retieal .side,no,one·has'provided a eonvine1ing :.discus.sion ,<as·to :why the

;'incomes 'of ,·thepoor .should·' rise ··fast·er-.,.-orslQwer~7than;::o:thers' ,'as a

: .:r.e·sult :of ·iiiflation. In :myown '.view, ·'.it.·ishard ,tos;eehow :the:·p:o.or

:wo.uld,eome·out'ahead : surely 'itisnot' the poor "who _'are:.the.·vict:ors

,. "in'the'recurring struggle, for "increased :relative' .incomes"nor is. 'it

likely' that they lead the Mage-prcicespiral.

Some of the :differences :between the conclusions cof:t:helast .. two

stud·ies,and.those of ,the previous ones may lie ,inthe::s,tatistical

. ,methods:used:to :characterize :'ormeasure' ,the;d.isti'ihution,of·:income "and

the equality of disti'ihution. In 'any ,situation,if ..the 'xich :are,ma.de

'worse off to a.cons.ide.rable degree'.thenmostmeasures ,of income equality

,will ,indieatean'increase.in 'equality. even "if .the po'or'have,: not been

affected ·:at all:orhaveheen affectedadversely~tQa,.small,degree •

.Perhaps reconciliati:onofthese studies,demands:onlythat'werecognize

that:inflation may increase:incomee:qualitywithQut inc.r.eas;ingthe

:relative '·incomesof·.thepoor.

c. Labor, Income

The ways in which inflation and .o,thermacroec.onomic con,ditions

affect the ,amount,and.distribution.of .labor income ultimately "depend

on the·economic·hehavior of labor ,markets. HQldingconst,antthe real

performance of the ,economy, ,if . inflation is toaffect.labor incomes

then ..it would be necessary to view inflation not "as auniformincre:ase
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in prices and wages, but as an increase in the average level of prices

brought about by the competitive struggle of factors for an increased

share of total income, or by shifting demand and supply conditions

among the many sectors of the economy.

The ways in which increased unemployment or a worsening of the real

performance of the economy affect labor incomes is easier to envision.

As production and employment falloff, total labor income decreases,

thereby affecting the overall distribution of income. If, for economic

or other reasons, the decreased employment is concentrated among particu

lar types of workers, such as the low skilled, then there will be an

effect on the distribution of labor incomes also. The decreased employ

ment opportunities in a contracting economy may take the form of shorter

work weeks, involuntary part-time employment, and unemployment. These

effects of contraction on the distribution of income will be considered

again in a later section.

There has long been the proposition that wages lag behind prices

during a period of inflation, until workers or their unions are able

to regain the initial equilibrium. In general, if real wages rise

more slowly in a period of inflation than they otherwise would, there

occurs a redistribution of income from workers to owners of capital-

from the working poor and the middle class to the rich. While some of

the old evidence has been found wanting under reexamination, recent

econometric analyses of wage and price dynamics consistently show the

feedback of price inflation onto wages to be less than unity.5

In recent years, the indexing of wages to the Consumer Price Index

in escalator clauses of labor contracts has become more common, and
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may have lessened the. lag of wag~sbehind prices'. It s.hould be noted,

however, that very few of the escalator clauses 1eadaut:oma1fical1y to

full adjustm~ntof wage' rates to the CPl. The trend .toward indexing is

1ik~ly to continue into the future. Indeed, some of the' adv.ersedistri-

butiona.1 'effects of inflation might be amelio1;'ated if Federal government

leadership spreads this inflation protection to low' wage workers.

The degree to which p1;'ice increases have been anticipated will also

help determinE;! the adjustment of wages to price inflation. Since many

workers are covered by contracts negotiated months or years before the

current experience, thei:twagesreflect the bargains made with a specific

set of expectations in mind . If the. rate of price inflation turns out

higher than expected then wages will tend to lag behind prices, and if

actual inflation is less than expected, the opposite would occur. Cursory'

examination of the evidence suggests that in the1<3,st two years labor unions.

must h13.ve underestimated the rate of price inf1at.io.n that occurred subse-

quently.

Inflation will bring 'about changes in the distribution. of labor income.

ampng workers when some.'are better able to exert market power' than others.

Theexistenc~of escalato.r clauses in union contracts and, the general success

of unions in raising wages sugg~st that unionized workers will be better able

to keep up with inflation. than,nonunio.nize.d workers. The traditionallY sticky

wages in the public sector make it likely that.private..-sectorwages will

ris.e more rapidly in inflationary periods. Both of these pheno.mena would

tend to result in the wage rates of the lowest skilledworkers.rising slower

than average" and, hence' in inf1ati.on. having relatively a.dverse effects on

the poor. However, these propositions about union andpub1i¢-sector behavior

d . 6eseI've scrutl.ny.
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Some evidence regarding changes in the relative wage structure in

the last few years may be gleaned from examining changes in the median

wage and salary incomes of full-time, full-year workers among various

occupations. For men, wages have risen less rapidly for generally we11

paid professional and managerial workers than for others; wages for low

paid service workers and general laborers also seem to have risen somewhat

more slowly than average. Among women no such pattern emerges clearly

from the data. This evidence can only be suggestive, because the data

reflect not only the impact of increasing inflation, but the impact of

gradual expansion through 1973 as well. A full examination of changes in

the relative wage structure would be interesting.

Overall, the evidence suggests that the relative labor incomes of

low skill workers suffer during inflations in general and have suffered

recently in particular because of an aggregate shift in income from labor

to capital and because of a shift in the distribution of labor income

toward more skilled workers.

D. Transfer Income

The bulk of the income transferred by government to individuals

accrues primarily to the poor and to other families with low and modest

incomes. Because these income flows are largely dependent on legislative

decisions, they would be expected to react to inflation only with some

lag. As a result of this process, the relative incomes of low-income

families would be expected to suffer during inflationary periods. However,

the transfer system is a very complex one with quite varied adjustment

processes. As a consequence, these a priori expectations should be given

careful scrutiny.
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Until recently , no major trans.fe'r income'program granted automatic ':

adjustments to. changes:>in :the cost of living:: .payment",$chedulesremained-"

fixed until .congress or the state: legislatures chose, to alter them.,

Although it may be fruitless· to searc.h·for.·a fixed structure'in the:'~c

behavioral response of legislatures" to inflation, it· may be . possible:

to infer· somesystemat,ic behavior ,from 'examining trends over many' years.

Hollister and 'Palmer' f 7]- show that .over the decades' of' the1950ff

and .. ,the:1960s average payments in Federally related transfer programs'

not. only kept up with the slow;but continuing inflation of 'that, period

but grew in' real' terms' at roughly, the same'rate as.per capita disposable

inc.ome~ Thus' one 'might infer that, legislatures' sought to adjust, transfer

inc,ome~notto take into account inflation, per se;-:'but 'to' ke'epthe start'""

dards<of living ..of those depending'on 'transfer income"at.the"ir. original

positions relative to those who 'depend on their 'curr,ent: earning's; One

should. recalL that during.. this long period, inflation occurred simultan

eouslywith real growth in the economy; and therefore with increases in

the average standard of living.

It has .been the habit of legislatures to make the necessary adjust,'""

ments. in benefit schedules::only;from·'time to time,' rather.than'on a

frequent basis., ,In a period of continuously rising prices , each recipient

senses, that he is .. being.hurt byinfl!ation from;the moment just .after one'

benefiLincrease is put intoeffec.t' untiL the moment .when the' next, one

takes effect. And, in a very true" sense:; he is being' hurt by inflation.

However; one need not interpret the legislatures' slowness to act'as.

neglec,tof the recipients.. The historicaL record is, cons'istent'with

legislatures' gu:i,:ding, transfer benefits along a rectlgrowthpath"'-not '
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neglecting them. Regardless of the generosity of a benefit schedule,

if the schedule is adjusted only periodically then in a period of

continuous inflation recipients will feel they are being victimized.

In periods of more rapid inflation, the sense of victimization

is clearly increased. Perhaps because of this, recent legislative

action has established mechanisms to increase benefits automatically

in response to inflation for three major programs--Socia1 Security,

Supplementary Security Income, and Food Stamps.7

Under the 1972 amendments to the Social Security Act, monthly

benefits will increase automatically in response to inflation starting

in 1975. The adjustment will be annual, if at least 3 percent inflation

occurs, and will be calculated on a twelve-month inflation experience

with a six-month lag. For example, the relative increase in the CPI

from second quarter of 1974 to second quarter of 1975 will be used to

adjust benefits beginning January 1, 1976. Thus, a spurt of inflation

in the third quarter of 1974 would not be reflected in increased retire

ment benefits for fifteen months. In addition, if the general benefit

is increased through new legislation, future cost-of-1iving adjustments

would be based from the date of enactment.

The new Supplementary Security Income program, which replaced a system

of aids similar to AFDC for the aged, the blind, and the disabled, recently

was amended to include an automatic cost-of-1iving adjustment for Federal

government payments. However, it is not clear whether states that are

supplementing SSI will pass this cost-of-1iving adjustment onto the program

recipients, or whether some will reduce their supplements by an equal

amount. Even before this change, the actual benefit levels in the program

had been increased twice since the initial legislation.
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The Food, Stamp program, only about one de.cade old, is perhaps the

fastest growing transfer program--both in terms of coverage and size of

benefit. The bonus, or net benefit, per month to a family of four with

no net income increased from $50 per month in fiscal 1968 to $150 per

month in the second half of 1974. Currently, the law requires the face

value of a family's food stamp allotment to be adjusted semi-annually,

in response to recent changes in a special food price index of the

Department of Agriculture. This semi-annual adjustment superseded an

annual automatic adjustment, which in turn superseded adjustment by

administrative discretion.

Aid to Families with Dependent Children is a Federally supported

set of programs with independent decision-making at the state level.

In the period from July 1970 to July 1973, when prices were rising at

historically high rates, eighteen states made no increase in the largest

amount paid for basic needs, which can be used as a proxy for the

generosity of benefit schedules. The largest increases in that period

were 46 percent, in both Oregon and Hawaii. . Among states with large

programs, California .and Michigan increased benefits generously in that

period. Illinois, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Texas, and New Jersey did not

increase- the value of benefits, and New York increased its benefit

slightly. (Since .July 1973, there have been further changes, but the

data are nQt yet available.) Clearly, the response of AFDC to inflation

8
has been· spotty.

None of the other transfer_programs funded by the Federal government

are. indexed to the cost of living, although there is pressure on Congress

to do so. Given the facts (1) that not all programs. are indexed, (2) that
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indexing with the CPI may understate the true cost-of-living adjustments

needed by low-income families, and (3) that indexing occurs only with

a lag, it seems fair to conclude that inflation hurts the relative income

position of the poor, but not by so much as the "fixed-income" stereotype

would suggest.

E. Other Incomes

Each of the various nonlabor factor incomes have their own peculiar

responses to inflation and to changes in the real performance of the

economy. In the following paragraphs, only the effects of inflation on

these flows and the resulting distributional impacts will be discussed.

Corporate profits have been declining gradually since 1950, with the

decrease in the period 1966 to 1970 a substantial one. Since 1970, how

ever, profits have increased as a share of national income. From 1972 to

1973, corporate profits, after adjustment for inventory revaluation, rose

from 9.8 to 10.3 percent of national income, despite the sluggishness of

the economy overall. Because depreciation charges are allowed only on

the basis of book-valued, uninflated investment, rising prices tend to

boost paper profits. Profits may also be increasing because inflation

causes or is caused by widening profit margins. In any case, because

profit income accrues primarily to those in the upper tail of the income

distribution, increases in profits tend to be unequalizing on the income

account.

Interest income does not respond fully to unanticipated changes in

the price level because a large proportion of interest payments are a

return on long term contracts. Very short term interest rates do get

adjusted by the market in response to inflation. By and large, higher
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,income 'groups~arerecipients'of '"interest.income;, 'and to,:'the"eKtentthat

'interest: income accrues to the 'poor, ,it is primarily ',to 'the'aged'poor.

In general"interest income received by the aged does not get adjusted

: 'so much as:it m;i;ght'.because' the aged tend;to':put their:savingsdn insti

tutions that are subject to deposit· rate ceilings.
9

,RentaL.income ,is derived 'from. activity 'in which a<la.rgepropor,tion

. 'of the'costs "are fixed,in,nominalterms; hence one'would.not:,expect

. 'rental'income to be adjusted upward fully inresponseto:iriflation.

,Not,unexpectedly,then, the'sh'areofrent'in'national income has dropped

.'somewhat,in·recent' years. Because the bulk of. rental income flows accrue

to higher income classes; this effect of inflation would' tend. to be

equalizing.

'Proprietors' income .is a return to ,both 'capital and labor services

". of the': owners of .unincorporated businesses; and shares' the properties

of both during an inflation. In the veryrecent: period , farm proprietors'

"incomes.,..,...a large component of proprietors' income,;,.....haveirrcreased drama

.tically, l'argelyoinresponseto the inflationary process. , The',special

'.. :accounting provisions available to farmersoften,·make. theinnincomes appear

unwarrantedly 'Small,'hence'making difficult a.distribtitiorialinterpretation

of this.' income shift.

Private ,pension income 'is generally.fixed'in· rrominal.:terms ,"but is

""sometimes irrcreasedthrough negotiation' in response ,todriflation. In

contrast, Federal'government employee pensions are now fully adjusted to

inflation. Since pensiorr recipients tend to:havelowincomes; inflation

,tends-to be unequalizingon.'this item. 10. However,.' among the aged,those

", ,with "private or government.'employee .pensions tend to be better off than

those without them.
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F. Wealth

How does inflation affect the net worth of families of various

income levels? During any short period of rising prices the holding

of fixed price assets such as bonds will dampen the rate of increase

in value of a portfolio of assets and liabilities, while the holding

of fixed price debt will accelerate the increase in value. Since it

is usually assumed also that variable price assets such as stocks or

real estate will keep up with inflation, the greater is the proportion

of these assets in net worth, the greater will be the increase in value

. . fl . 111n response to 1n at10n.

the option of adjusting their portfolios in accordance with their antici-

pations about future prices. Also, short-term financial assets and debts

may be renegotiated at different interest rates. Whether these adjustments

are in fact carried out is a question on which there is little evidence.

G.L. Bach and James Stephenson [1] have recently examined sample

survey data gathered for the Survey of Consumer Finances series. On

the basis of households' reported asset and debt holdings, they computed

a leverage ratio indicating the elasticity of net worth with respect to

the general price level, under the assumptions noted above. Table 2

reproduces some of their calculations. On average, families with incomes

below $5,000 in 1968 and those with incomes above $50,000 had portfolios

that would be expected to increase in value at a rate less than the rate

of inflation, and families with incomes in between had portfolios that

would increase at a greater rate.

While the poor as a group would tend to be hurt by inflation, the

situation is more complicated than the simple poor-to-nonpoor comparison
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The Impact on Inflation on Net Worth
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Households Classified by
1968 Money Income

under $3,000

$3,000 - $4,999'

$5,000 - $9,999

$10,000 - $14,999

$15,000 - $24,999

$25,000::: $49,999

Percent of All
Households

17

14

33'

24

9

2

Leverage
Ratio

.87

.94

1.06

1.22

1.11

1.05

$50,000 and over .4
.,,';

. -~;' "

.91

Source: G.L. Bach and James Stephenson [1].
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suggests. Poor families with aged heads have portfolios that differ

markedly from those with younger heads, because they were not necessarily

poor before retirement. About 70 Percent of aged married couples who

12are poor are homeowners, as are ~O percent of the aged nonmarried poor.

Among the aged the other major assets are financial items, and there is

little debt. Thus, the aged are fairly exposed to inflation. It seems

probable that the younger poor are debtors to a greater extent than the

older poor, as are all young families in general. This indicates that

their portfolios would fare relatively well in inflation, but of course

their net worth is likely to be small.

The very rich probably fare even less well than these calculations

indicate. The authors infer from various $OUrc~s that the rich grossly

understate their monetary assetS in the surv~y; thus, their true leverage
' ..

ratio would be lQwer than that reported. Also, the paper profits generated

by inflation through the:tax ::tr'eatme:g:t":of.. depreciation results in a greater

tax burden on corporations. This should he'reflected in lower equity

values. Moreover, the current experience of the economy does not show

stock values responding positively to increases in the general price

level; if this fact were incorporated into Bach and Stephenson's study,

it would adversely affect mostly the very wealthy.

II. DISTRIBUrION POLICY AND ANTI-INFLATION POLICY

A. Fiscal-MonetarY Restraint and Unemployment

At this time, the anti-inflation program which appears most ~ikely

to be followed is a fiscal and monetary plan a~ed at reducing aggregate
".
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demand. The anticipated r~sult would be a decrease in the rate of

inflatibn accompanied by an increase in the rate of unemployment. At

least for the short run, this combination resembles the discussion of

the Phillips curve tradeoff that was popular in the late 1960s. However,

even believers of Phillips curve orthodoxy do not consider that the

current- situation represents a point on the long-run tradeoff curve.

The complicated dynamics of fiscal and monetary restraint are likely to

lead us alop.g a path that first leads to decreased employment and decreased

inflation,and then to further decreases in inflation without further

decreases in employment. The major unanswered question of such a policy

is whether the benefits of this program are greater than its costs--costs

that can be measured in terms-of output and income forgone by the nation
\: ..- .':.

as a whole but borne, inequitably, by a~ii1ction of its citizens. Unemploy-

ment and subemployment are not casual by-products of this anti-inflation

policy; they are part of the main mechanism through which it operates.

The best prediction of the impact bf the unemployment brought about

by a generally restrictive fiscal and mbnetary program would be that the

resulting i11come losses would fall most heavily on workers with low and

modest skills. The incidence of these losses will be evidenced by

increases in the already-high rates of unemployment among blacks, teen-

agers, women, and all of those who are generally at a disadvantage in

the labor market. In terms of the overall distribution of income, the

poor are not likely to be the hardest hit because such a large proportion

of their income normally is derived from sources other than earnings.

However, among the poor, those dependent on the labor market as their

primary source of income--the working pbor--are likely to be the most
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heavily impacted group. Moreover, other families that do suffer unemploy-

ment because of the policy will likely join the ranks of the poor, at least

"1 13
temporar~ y. The very rich are also likely to s~ffer a relatively large

proportional loss of income in a period of unemployment, because of the

loss of business profits. 14

To help offset the inequities of this process of contraction, some

functioning programs are already in place: unemployment insurance, job

training and replacement, and a limited public employment program. These

programs might be expanded in coverage and generosity. Good distributional

policy would seem to call for additional programs designed to offset the

maldistribution of private losses caused by a public anti-inflation program.

The program most often mentioned is large scale public employment.

There is great uncertainty surrounding the economic efficiency and

equity consequences of a mass~ve public employment program because of the

, 15
limited experience of operating 'such programs on a national scale. Who

0:,,:"::"

will be admitted to the program--the i6w skilled who are hurt the most by

unemployment or the skilled who will be. preferred by state and local govern~

ments? what kinds of jobs will be created--make-work or highly productive

ones? How will these jobs match the skills of the participants? Will

there be an incentive for workers to prefer private- to public-sector

employment if both are available? How will participants be terminated?

These are only some of the unanswered questions regarding the public

employment option.

If such an option is chosen, careful attention must be given to

providing incentives for job-taking in the private sector, while at the

same time offering special assistance for those displaced by the



anti-inflation policy. This concern for jab~taking 'in the private sector

rests on the need tohav'e labor markets that operate fl'exibly, which

--
means having large numbers of persons flowing 'from employment to unemploy-

ment, and vice versa, during anytime period. Flexibility 'in this sense

is a desideratum because its absence createsbottlenec.ks, which lead to

inflation. One possible approach would beta limit participation in the

program to 'those persons who 'have been unemployed while looking for work

for a certain period--8 or 13 weeks ,for example. Thenlean duration of

normally completed spe.tIsbfunemployment might be expected to be less

'than this, and hence fewer tha,~ half Of the spells of unemployment would

16be ended by participation in public employment. In addition~ some

participation'might be offer~p,' to those newly entering or re-entering
.' - ··~.r.~ ,"

the jobmarkH, when,hlvi~'~'\~emon'~tr~'f;i~::eKt'enSivesearch, nO job is

available.

Even a 'temporary increase in the unemploymentrafe will havelon!j?

term impacts 'that are more difficult to mea:sure~ butn.otn~c.essa.riIy less

important: During a period of contraction, private and 'publiC. programs

'aimed at increasing 'workers'skills 'and bettering their'labor force

'orientat'ion tend to be cutback; marginal workers are the first to be

laid off. This occurred most recently during the 1970 recession, when

'training "programs such as JOBS "were trimmed becauseoffirrns' layoffs.

Clearly, these effects impact mosthEiavily on i6w'-income fatniIies.

B. Wage and Price Controls

By their very nature, wage and price controls affect the distribution

of income. Their effects in this regard depend on their specification and

on whether the economy is expanding or contracting. If price and wage
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controls were part of the anti-inflation policy program, they could be

structured to achi~ve distributional goals. At the very least, care

~hould be taken to avoid adverse distributional effects.

Controls on profits can be positively redistributive if they expand

the share of labor income relative to capital income in the entire

economy. The importance of this is surprisingly small, however. For

example, if profit incomes were decreased by 20 percent and this mon~y

were distributed to the recipi~nts of wage and salary income in proportion

to their actual earnings, the share of total family income received by

the poor would be increased only marginally.

Controlls, or the lack thereof, on certain classes of commodities

can differentially affect purchasing power and can alter the distribution

of real income., In our last experience with price controls, rawagricul-

tural products were not ~9nt~~1Ied, which may well have contributed to
.. :

the regres~ive effect on purchasing'p6wer note~,before. If selective

controls were to have significant redistributive \eff~ct$, the commodities

and services on which they would have to be imposed would be those that

form a large share of the budget of the poor relative to that of other

income classes. The difficulty of targeting such controls on the

appropriate items is clear--especially in face of the dubious general

effectiveness of controls.

It is in the area of wages that controls can likely have their

biggest impact on the distribution of income. Two years ago, when

Congress considered maintaining a system of controls while expanding

the economy, Rqbert Haveman and I [6] emphasized the importance of

distinguishing between the natural rates of wage increase and the
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e·efling 'rat.es aLl.owedby law. Inanexpand,iIlg ~et:::.o)n@my ·we (exp.ec:.ted .that

·,.thenataral :cycl:icalehange in 'the struc:ture::oifJre:Jl:at;±iVe:::wag.eswould

cause low wages to rise more 'rapidly ':thanmiaGB:e:a1il.dh:!:-ghwa,ges. In

:that c:ircumstance,eeilings thatprevelilt.ed.c;w::ag,es .. f:rom,groiWing "fastier

than 'somefixed rate' wotildbe regre,ss.ive.

Howeiller, cif w.agecoll·t·ro.l.sare appli.ed .duringa.p'er.iodo.fcontract.ion

:.a·sa c'omplementt·o f;iscal~monet'ary res traiN.t. ,.then.titr.e :..o:pp.:o:s,i.tewo'uld

ho.ld. . -We .wouldexp·ect ..the natural s'trac:tulre,0f'"w9,ge.s:.to.:;he.c:ome,lessequal •

.A .fixedrate ceiling in. this circumstanc.e,wouldha.:v:emo:reb.Lt.e .on high

.wa,ges than on .lo,w wage's, and the system would he.p:osd:.t;;Lv.:ely redistrib,utive.

·G. Welfare Reform and Tax Reform

Although legislative :activity .onbroad· measures of welfare and tax
.,.....

reform has slow.ed as the nation's interest has' focussed on inflation and

,:o.thermatters, the inequities inherent inthecurr.ent ~ystem remain,' and

..theywill be highlighted if increased unemployment ,and cut-backs in social

,programs result from an anti-inflation program.

The inequities of the welfare system will tend. to be more serious

in a contract.ionary period than in a period'of .full".emplqyment.F.or

. example, the unemployed~father option of the .AFDC program is available

in only 23 states, and the .lossof jobs forpoarfamilies.:wi,thout this

coverage would cause maj or hardship. \-lhile acomp,le.t.e.overhaul of the

,;.welfare system is. not likely, a number of incrementalist.:r:eformsremain

on the agenda. These inc'lude hroad,ening coverage·,so as: to .eliminate

.inequities among the pQorand removing ,thenot:ches,' 'and -.w:o,rk. disincentives

,resulting from the current methado£progr:am;.int'eg:ration.
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A recent ~tudy by Joseph Pechman and aenjamin Okner [15] shows

that the Federal tax system is only slightly progressive overall and

in fact is ~egressive at the very lowest income levels. When state and

local taxes are taken into account, the study shows that the u.s. tax

syste~ is essentially proportional for the vast majority of families,

hence having l~tt1e effect on the distribution of income. Tax increases

may be asked as an initial part of anti-inflation policy, and decreases

may be needed if the contraction is to be ~urned around. Each time the

tax code is ~eopened, good distributional policy calls for making the

syst;em as prog~essive as it is in its ideal form: special provisions

need to be closely scrutinized and erosion of the tax base needs to be

halted and reversed.

In recent months, politicians and others have suggested small reforms

that would make the tax system more progressive. These include estab1ish-

ing an earnings exemption system for the Social Security payroll tax and

irtcreasing the value of exemptions under the personal income ..;~ax. These

reforms would be welcomed by low-income working families at any time, but

especially in times of economic hardship.

New programs and ideas also deserve consideration in this period of

searching for policies to control the economic condition. Qne such plan

could easily serve as an instrument for both macroeconomic and income

distribution goals. A modest tax credit that would be refundable to

those with low or zero current tax liability might be enacted, with

Congress granting to t;he President limited power for discretionary changes.

For example, a credit of $200 for adults and $150 for children might be

financed by substituting it for the current system of exemptions. The
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"P·resident 'could be:empoweredtoincreaseor. d.ecr.ease .. 'the"cr:edit.by:,up

.to 25 :pereentin. any calendar year ,stibjectto:'reyiew'afte:r~the";fact

"by' Congress. Themacroeconomi'c. benefiLof'sudhan.d.nstrumertt "is clear:

.:the Presiderttwould he in a ·muchhetter.:posibion·toico.ordinatefdecisions

·on:.mGmetary.and fiscalpol.icy,· if ,he ,did 'not have to follow.the'lawmaking

'procedurewhen'he felt a tax change:wasnecesBary.

"The ;distributional benefit'would 'be':two~f.Qld. 'First ,.it ::would give

a .trial'"run ,to-an .important·redistributionaL,program,and <would allow the

:ptibTicto .-make . informed judgments' about its desirability.based on real

;,eXperienee. S.econd, .it could be a vehicle .forassistiI:lg.the.working 'poor

·.-and:nearpoor, -who are ',excluded:bymanyoL. the :nation' s other income

'sl1pport,wrograms. The ·.effi.<t.i.ep.cy achievement ·.of.this.·puI.'pos.e, however,
, ....'.:. ,',;.";

,.d·epends· cruc.ially on the .specific ··rules··by:o:which.this.credit..isintegrated
~~: .' '.

"with:other'programs. .In a modest prqgram,itwouldbedesirable for most

'other incwme:transfer' programs to treat thecredit .as:·unearned income.

"'For .example ,.a. family receivingAFDC assistanee;;would:haveitsbenefit

·reduc.ed;.dollar for •dollar by the amount:'of thecredit",leaving its:net

1p'esition.-the same,while. apoar, fanlilyreceiv'.ing .. no,.>income,-'assistance

,at present:would·be·made better bffthan, before.

L'D.;Long Run Anti-IIi.flation Policy

Over:the longrun, the best ,anti~inflation:'po1-icyis·one'that ,alters

',the:structure.and· functioning -of. the economY' 'in' such;,a:::way.;as to allow

;.us ..to.at:tain and.mairttain low rates of ,unemployment ;and '..inflation simul-,

:t'aneously. 'In the jargon ··ofeconomics, ·such:a,:po1.icy:t?pproachwouldaim

··to' !:'shift ',the Ph.illipscurve, "which 'means. creatip,g.:.more .. favorable sets

::bf. tradeoffs.

I
/
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Part of this long-run policy must include the reestablishment and

maintenance of free and competitive markets. In noncompetitive markets,

suppliers are hesistant to allow prices to fall even when demand conditions

so indicate. This resistance to downward movements in ~ominal prices

imparts an inflationary bias to the economy. The efficient allocation

of goods and services in the economy demands that relative prices change

in response to other changes in the economy; if prices are sticky on the

downward side, then the only way for relative prices to change is to have

the average level of prices increase. Speci~ic action in this direction

includes vigorous enforcement of anti-trust laws and removal of certain

.. 17government restr~ct~ons.

"Another part of the long-run solution to inflation involves manpower

policy. Charles Holt and his colleagues [8] cite four areas in which
..•............,

manpower policy can help red4.ce both va~ahcies and unemployment, and

thereby shift the long-run Phillips curve: (1) improving the quality

of matches between workers and jobs, to reduce turnover dUe~~to dissatis-

faction, (2) increasing the efficiency of the job search process, to

reduce the length of unemployment spells, (3) decreasing artificial

barriers of discrimination, to increase market efficiency, and (4) facil-

itating the retraining of workers and the redesigning of jobs, to reduce

structural imbalances.

These manpower actions would serve to reduce frictions in the labor

market and to increase the utilization of workers' earning capacities.

As recent research has demonstrated, the utilization of this capacity

is substantially lower for workers with low skills than for those with

high skills, even in periods of high employment overall. It is the
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working poor who have the most to gain from ~his manpower policy. In

addition, making labor markets more competitive and less discri~inatory

will tel1d to reduce the exploite;ttiol1 of low skilled and Illinority lqbor.

Long-run anti-inflation P9licy along the~e lines· would improve the

distribution 0f inCQIlle and heJilc~ wou+d b~ consistellt wi,t!hgood distri....

but ion policy.
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1 .Andrew .!Br.J..1llIll.e.r~$ree.ent,..pap~r:,[2.J .:oll•• :in;f,lat.iQ.l1J.::and.:::.iiJill:.i.Ome,,:di'.s.t:a::i-:··
butionm,ay be·cr.it'ic.iz.ed on this point ...'

2These calculations mus.t.,beviewe.d .as .rou;gh., ap.p.:raximp;tions to the',
tr'I1e.,dnd.exes· the\)"'seek.:to:·measur.e:.:: 'Tr.J:ey'·;haMe jb~.en:"'cax,I.'±ad:.~o1.i:t ..;atr ca ·:ma.ore.;
agg:regat,ed .1evel than is. employed by theBLSinconstxu,ct.ing·.theCPI ;and/
ther:e··,:are . (othe:r ',technica.L 1.diff·ic.ul.tie's"tha[t:Jmake,:·~them:·;imp:ear;;{;ec:t,; N6ne,tehe't·
less, these, indexes ,.a1low.us to make ~tentatiye ·judgmencts,about:·,price.
movement.s,', "and "the,,:,qualitative."r.esuiLts· ::ar;e:··.ha~d,,::to. ". d'±s;heikieYe',;; .

3Tliis is so ,because the poor have smaller 'Sa;virtg~ than,other,families,
and",are;not,ab1e .to, :ar:tang,e ,se1f::-financing"~,..

41n;';co.ns,idel'ing :these·:re'sults,· .0neshouiLd.: :nO\t(e:;;tha,t~;:iIl·ithis:mQde:l.,
the original c1assifiC.ation of families is. according,to an .income concept.
c1a.s.ely:, re1at£d:,to.peEmanentinc.ome.;:a1s.0" (transf:er;s",we~e:ex.clUdedin

orde.r 'to focus.on factox income. I consider the.. ··.inf1ationresu1ts.inmy
studwto. "be.de.ssTel.iabl~ . than..the· ·re..al:7,sj,de,"resuilts.•:

'.
5 ..,'... " " ... .'"Onthe re,exam~natl.o,nof ·.old ,.ev.:1lld.ence.,· see ::Kess;eit,.and;;;Alchl:an .[9h

A..g~od :.collee:tion ::of pric,e· "and,.wag~;.st.udies,.we;t'e ;:p;p:e.p~r,ed:",fo.r.~aFe.dexal ,
Reserve, canferenc.e ,on pric,e .determinatia.n,J4].

6· . . ,~,
In recent years , hourly earnings in,the ,e.xecu,thte branch.of ,the..

Feder:al .gqv.el'nm:enu· ,'naMe "be.e:n;cxising, 'as.fas:t '.:as;;,:or::'fci:sitre'I.:")than.~.,CQmp;en~.

sa,tionper man'7hour in the privatesector.' Evidence ·,on".unio,n~nQntinion
d ifferen,tials Sh0.u:l:d.;'be,,',e*alU'llined,~'alBa.",

7~ow that these recipient'.s, are ''',takeu·.care.of ;Il" one,:musit':wond,er :
whe.t:her Cong;t;ess .. "wilL·. find. ,oc.casi.QD. .. to ,rec,o:nsid,e,l';,the,cbene£it. schedul.es.·
and::whe.ther trans.:Ee.rpayment:benefits -wilLinc.reas.e;, in.'reaLvalue ,as

.they have ..in. the pas,t,.. .

8In '.1967 ,Cbn,gressxec.ogn±z,ed ,.tha t,states',wer.,e"ne;glecting,.tOadj'llSt .
AFDC,·'be.nefits .to inflation, .and: ,mandated, .:the::stat,es:to ",inc,rea'se cost'.
st;andai::,ds,::toaccount· for price rises:totha·,t:,:tirIle;., , The,d,lt:at,es :resiste.d
c olUp>J::y.ing.f .and,mast:mdrs:sed:the\legail:,de.adiLfrie; .•' Incme:aseB,:in ':AFllC"bene£it s
in,;·.the· years ..immediately following impl.ementation,.,.o£ fthe:"la:w:"ought.'.tobe.
at;tributed.:largi?:ly.to,.,:"the";1aw.'Jand,, ',no:t.·\co.ns.idex::ed,: 'vo,ilitint.ary.·'re.sponses··t0
cnrr.en.t:, ~inf1ation.. Fdr"a ,·dis:cus.s.ionr:of· .this "and"rela,t.ed:.'chang,e.s ..:in.,:AFDG,.
see,:: Irene ::Lur.ie ,[10};' SinC:.e!the,·:196.?:. :(amendmen.::e:8 sthelre· :,has 'he.en·':no ;'martdat.ed:
catch:""up,and .one 'clearly is 'needed.: ,
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9Removal of the ceilings on savings account interest rates would
benefit the aged poor and other unsophisticated investors. Tobin and
Ross [20] have suggested, in addition, that the government issue
purchasing-power bonds, to protect the real value of interest and
principal. If made available in limited amounts to each family, this
could be especially helpful to the aged poor.

10To ameliorate some of the distributive impact of inflation, the
Federal government might supplement private pension incomes, just as it
adjusts Social Security benefits and Federal pensions.

11
Th

, .1S common assumpt10n,
impact on the distribution of
of the current situation.

which lies behind many studies of inflation's
wealth, seems to be at odds with the realities

12These data are based on Janet Murray's analysis of the 1968 Survey
of the Aged [14].

13
A 1 percent increase in the unemployment rate, sustained for a full

year, will result in an increase of up to 900,000 persons in the poverty
population. This projection is based on an unpublished paper by Charles
Metcalf and James Mooney written in 1965 and on some recent work by
Bob Plotnick at the Institute for Research on Poverty. Edward Gramlich
[5] calculates that the increase would be between 500,000 and 900,000 persons.

l4This analysis is based on the accepted truth among economists, on
my own research noted earlier [13], and on recent research by Edward
Gramlich [5]. Gramlich finds that,the tratisfer system replaces about
40 percent of the income losses arising from unemployment among the poor
and lesser proportions for families that are better off. Even after this
income replacement, the qualitative pattern of the income incidence of:'
unemployment remains the same. In a study that measured and described
the distributional impact of the 1970 recession [12], I found that the
heaviest burden of that recession was borne by middle-income working
families, with incomes in the $15,000 range (the rich were excluded from
consideration). This high impact group was better off--had higher normal
incomes--than the high impact group in my simulation model, which was
based on earlier experience. In part, the particular incidence of the
1970 recession can be traced to the special Federal budget cutbacks that
helped create it, namely, the cutbacks in defense and aerospace industries.
Gramlich's study used practically the same data, but for the years 1967
to 1972, and came to different conclusions. These differing measurements
of the impact of the most recent recession have yet to be reconciled.

l5 In the 1930s, public employment was one successful element in a
concerted expansionary policy program of the Federal government.
Currently we are being asked to consider a public employment program
as an element of a contractionary policy program. Surely, one must
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15 (cont·)have a good understanding of all the subtle and interacting
effects of government economi~ poli~y in order to advocate that the
Treasury and the Federal Reserve $hould creqte unemployment on one
hand and that Labor should cr¢at~ jobs pnthe other.

16Under the public employment pt;"ovisions of the· Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act, p~rticipants must have been unemployed
about 4 weeks. This is· probaply less than me~n duration of l,lUemploy
ment spells for low skill workers itl a ~ontraction.

17It is often argued that mono~olY power is a dir~ct Gause of
inflation, in the sense that firms with monopolistic or oligopolistic
market positions raise their prices faster than others. The economic
reasoning behind this argument is not usually spelled out. It is likely
that monopoly power is responsible. for t1:}e relatively high levels of
prices and wages in some !;lectors, but less l;i.kely that it can sustain
higher than average rates of increase of prices and wa~es for longer
than a short period of time. i

.. :.':::"
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